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A p r i l ,

BREAKTHROUGH

Our goal:
Our goal is to reveal The Triune
GOD to you
through Hebrew
eyes so much so
that you will see
HIM more clearly,
love HIM more
dearly, and worship HIM ever
more sincerely.
These monthly
newsletters will
well bring you
ever closer to
HIM.

BREAKTHROUGH
A powerful Word!
It has power
It has Tenacity
It has Daring
It has Necessity
It Lives on The Other Side
of The Problem - The Wall—The Issue

Inside this
issue:

You must go Through to get to
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The Heart of The Matter
Break of Breakthrough

Isaiah 60:1 Arise,
shine; for thy light is
come, and The Glory
of THE LORD is risen upon thee.”

GOD has not
forgotten you. HE
has not left you.
Reach for HIM, take
hold of HIM. Never
let HIM go. HE will
be better than your
best dreams, greater
than your wildest
imaginations. Learn
HIS Ways, trust HIM,
rest in HIM. With
GOD, everything,
everything is going
to be alright!.

This is The Part most
have difficulty with; it
can feel hard, difficult,
impossible, unimaginable, to even begin
to take down the
problem, the issue,
the wall, looming in
front of you. You see
yourselves as grasshoppers, weak, ineffective, too long in a
foreign land, without
the faith or resources
to drive through so

hard so fast so
strong so overwhelmingly that the issue–
The Wall—The problem shatters, divides,
disappears before
you as you keep
coming, as you relentlessly pursue, as
you have made a decision, to put it all on
The Line. You made a
decision to Trust
GOD and HIS Goodness and Faithful-

ness in all Things. HE
will see you Through.
You and GOD are more
than a match for anything, but you must
make an irrevocable decision, to finish what you
start; and start at the
End, seeing The Victory,
Living in Freedom on
The Other Side of IT, and
GOD Gets The Glory,
you get The Blessing,
others get a Testimony!

Through of Breakthrough
An Essential often
neglected perspective, without which,
most would be overwhelmed by what is
right in front of them.
Note, from a Hebraic
and Heavenly perspective, you should
be Living on The Other Side and have a
heavenly perspective

ALL THE TIME, Living
in both worlds, operating from there to here,
making it on earth as
it is in heaven. Thus,
be there to bring it
here! To breakthrough, see it
through, go through
anything, you must
here put your mind
heart and soul and

strength, yes your
very all, on the Victory side, on The Other
Side, at The End,
having finished the
race side; as your
mind-heart set when
you are going
through! The Drive
must be relentless,
full throttle, driven
through to the end.
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Did you know
You can see many expels of people, just like
you and me, molded in
THE HANDS AND
HEART of GOD, achieve
amazing Breakthroughs:
Moshe = Moses, Av Avraham = Father Abraham, the many saints of
Hebrews chapter 11,
people who faced insurmountable odds and
with GOD did The Im-

possible All The Time!
They Trusted GOD, they
believed in GOD, they believed GOD for Great
things. A GOD WHO IS
GREAT is Fully Capable
of Great things, and our
GOD, THE ONLY TRUE
GOD, is more than able to
do and be all that we will
ever need, All The Time.
Walk-Work-Live and Be
with HIM then, all the time.

Your Hebrew Lesson
The Term for Break, as
the root word for Breakthrough, and The Root
Word for The Title of JESUS = YESHUA in Micah
2:12-13 in context: The
Breaker: is parats = PeyResh-Tsade Sofit =And it
means, at one Layer of
Light and Truth: To
speak The Highest and
Greatest Desire-and an-

other : to speak The
Greatest Eternal Harvest.
Thus, to Breakthrough,
we administer a break
that shatters a pathway
open in and against and
through The ProblemThe Issue—The Wall, to
our Great Harvest, our
Eternal Desire, as we
shift reality that responds to The Words of

GOD in our mouth that
enter The atmosphere,
connect-engage-activate
and shift the realities to
be those of our Destiny,
our harvest, our inheritance. For you are pursuing your Life in and of
HIM, and as you are
freed, you can truly Live
HIM. HE IS your Life your
DESTINY your REWARD.

Rev 22:12
“And, behold,
I am coming
quickly; and
MY reward is
with ME, to
give every
man
according to
what he has
done.”

What do you say when
Someone sees you are so driven in your pursuit of GOD it
concerns them and they basically tell you to ‘slow down’,
‘stop taking things so seriously’, ‘hey, you’re making me
look bad’. Thank them, and go
on. It is nice to be recognized,
though not necessary, that
you are driven, you have a Life
to Live and you are interested
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in Living not Laying around;
you have a charge, a mission
and a commission, and we are
all answerable to HIM WHO
gives us Life; for the life and
its choices that we make, and
don’t. GOD Loves you, that’s
not the question; and it should
never be, the question is Do
you Love GOD the Way GOD
Wants Requires and Desires to
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be Loved? Have you even
asked? Living your Life the
way both you and GOD agreed
to before coming to this earth
is one of The True Ways that
you do the Act of Loving GOD
through a Life Lived the way
you should and could, when
you choose Life, HIS; and
Thereof, Live yours. There is
no other Way.
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For HIS Glory

Background on Joel Young Summary Joel B. Young was
born in New York in 1955, to Jewish parents. He grew up going to Hebrew School from childhood to his late teens. As a
young man, Joel Young, while continuing his Biblical studies,
found the reality of our LORD and SAVIOR YESHUA through
personal experience. He says, "God has been very gracious
to me, giving me ever deeper revelatory truth from HIS
WORD.".

Joel Young
For HIS Glory Ministry
3112 North Jupiter Rd. # 217
Garland, Texas 75044
www.forHISGlory.org

Write us at:
2 Timothy 2:15

www.forHISGlory.org
Contact us

“Sir, we wish to see JESUS"

Be diligent to present yourselves approved to GOD,
workers who need not be ashamed, cutting straight
The Word of Truth.”

John 12:21

1.

We believe in The God
of Abraham, Isaac and
Jacob.

2.

We believe that GOD
revealed HIMSELF in
three personal selfdistinctions: FATHER,
SON, and HOLY SPIRIT.

3.

We believe that THE BIBLE from Genesis to
Revelation is THE
WORD of GOD.

4.

We believe in the literal
interpretation of The
WORD of GOD.

5.

6.

Statement of Beliefs

We believe in the virgin birth of THE MESSIAH.
We believe in the Jewish
MESSIAH, JESUS
CHRIST, who suffered
and died for the sins of
the world.
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7.

We believe that JESUS
CHRIST rose from the
dead on the third day according to the Scriptures.

8.

We believe that JESUS
CHRIST will soon come
again to judge the world
and reign in Righteousness.

9.

We believe that only the
Atoning Blood Sacrifice of
THE LAMB of GOD has
the power to save sinners.

10.

THE PRINCE of
PEACE, is the only ONE
who can bring peace to
Israel and the nations .

11.

We believe that study is
one of the highest forms
of worship through which
we can better experience true worship.

